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Background 

Following last plenary presentation, this contribution propose an 
harmonization over the three SMF (PAM4) PMD types (400GBASE-FR8/LR8 and 
400GBASE-DR4) trying to: 

 

– Define same assumptions on link power budget and penalties. 

 

– Re-cap latest discussions and contributions about MPI.  

• Open discussion about target TX/RX reflectance and connectors RL. 

• Propose MPI penalty to be considered. 
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http://www.ieee802.org/3/bs/public/15_11/traverso_3bs_01a_1115.pdf
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Chart of 400GBASE-DR4/LR8/FR8 link budgets 

400GBASE-LR8 

TX OMAouter = 0.5dBm 

RX Sensitivity = -11.6dBm 

(calculated)  
TX OMAinner – TDP  

= -5.3dBm 

MPI penalty = 0.5dB 

TX OMAouter = 0dBm 

TX OMAouter – TDP = -1dBm 

(calculated)  
TX OMAinner – TDP  

= -6dBm 

RX Sensitivity = -10dBm 

400GBASE-FR8 

Ch loss 
 = 4dB  

TX OMAouter – TDP = -0.5dBm 

Ch loss 
 = 6.3dB  

Ch loss 
 = 3dB  

RX Sensitivity = -9.1 dBm 

Min TDP = 1dB 
Min TDP = 1dB 

400GBASE-DR4 

TX OMAouter = 0.2dBm 

4.8dB 4.8dB 

PAM4 PMDs: snapshot of (Draft 1.1) 400GBASE-DR4/LR8/FR8 budgets. 
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TX OMAouter – TDP = -0.8dBm 

Min TDP = 1dB 

(calculated)  
TX OMAinner – TDP  

= -5.6dBm 
4.8dB 



PAM4 PMDs: transmit/link characteristics 
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An additional 0.5dB MPI penalty, on top of max TDP of 2.5dB is considered into 400GBASE-DR4 link (see 
welch_3bs_01a_0715), while MPI penalty is part of TDP in the 400GBASE-FR8/LR8 budgets (cole_3bs_01a_071, slide 8). 
Consequently penalties are not aligned, as well as power budget calculation. 

http://www.ieee802.org/3/bs/public/15_07/welch_3bs_01a_0715.pdf
http://www.ieee802.org/3/bs/public/15_07/cole_3bs_01a_0715.pdf
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PAM4 PMDs: receiver characteristics 

400GBASE-DR4 Min TDP (1dB, was 0.8dB) and margin reduction (0dB, was 0.15dB) resulted in a further 
increase on TX OMA outer (was 0dBm) and RX sensititivity (was -9.25 dBm). 
Opposite direction w/respect our intent to reduce TX OMA (traverso_3bs_01a_1115), neither there was 
agreement to relax sensititivity. 

Was -9.25dBm into Draft 1.0 

http://www.ieee802.org/3/bs/public/15_11/traverso_3bs_01a_1115.pdf


MPI penalty – common channel implemetation and hypothesis  

400GBASE-DR4 links should be implemented with 8° Angle Polish MTP connectors: ≥55dB 
return loss. Current 400GBASE-DR4 TX reflectance should be really improved from 20dB, 
considering what is achievable from different implementation technologies perspectives.  6 

Reference SM channel from Paul Kolesar, December 2014. 

20dB 26dB 

TBD TBD 

TBD TBD 

FR8/LR8 

DR4 

FR8/LR8 

DR4 

Four  
connections 

LR8 

Six  
connections 

Eight  
connections 

n/a 

20dB 26dB 

TBD TBD 



MPI penalty – latest contributions 

1.8dB penalty (ref. J.King, Dec 2014) w/probability 99.9%  

• To stay safe, we propose to consider deterministic upper bound analysis for MPI. 
• Triple-link analysis, applicable to LR8, has to be run. 

(ref. A.Tipper, Dec 2014) 
6 connections: 0.41dB penalty w/probability 99.9%  
2 connections: 0.24dB penalty w/probability 99.9% 
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Deterministic upper bound assumptions (see bhatt_01_0512): 
 - fiber attenuaton and connector losses are 0 
 - all interfering optical signals are perfectly aligned in polarization. 

Statistical upper bound assumption (see farhood_01_1112): 
 - takes into account the fact that MPI impact varies as a function of 
received symbol power 
 - takes into account statistical distribution of the interfering signals 

Double link cases (six connections)  

http://www.ieee802.org/3/100GNGOPTX/public/may12/bhatt_01_0512_optx.pdf
http://www.ieee802.org/3/bm/public/nov12/farhood_01_1112_optx.pdf


MPI penalty – further works and proposal. 
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Can 400GBASE-FR8/LR8 already refer to 
normalized connector’s return loss (see 
bhatt_400_01a_0713 and Liason letter to 
TIA Subcommittee) ? 

Assuming 35 dB return loss for LC and 55dB for MPO connectors, 26 dB reflectance for Rx and Tx would 
give a manageable worst case MPI penalty to take into account: 
 400GBASE-DR4 ≈ 0.15 dB 
 400GBASE-FR8 ≈ 0.5 dB  
 400GBASE-LR8 ≈ TBD dB 

TIA TR-42.11, is processing the 6th ballot of 
ANSI/TIA-568.3-D which contains the revised 
return loss specification for SM connections of 
>= 35 dB. Will follow publication approval at 
the upcoming meeting (end January 2016).   

http://www.ieee802.org/3/400GSG/public/13_07/bhatt_400_01a_0713.pdf
http://www.ieee802.org/3/400GSG/public/13_07/802_3 to 42_11 liaison letter final draft per SG.pdf


List of proposed steps for PAM4 link budget harmonization. 

 

1. MPI should be included into the power budget as done for 
400GBASE-DR4 already. 

2. Achievable TX/RX reflectances need to be defined across all PMDs 
(proposed same 26dB value) to evaluate MPI into details. 

3. Considering 35dB RL for duplex LC connector’s return loss and 
26dB TX/RX reflectance -> bring maximum deterministic MPI to be 
0.5 dB for the 400GBASE-FR8 (LR8 need to be analyzed for triple 
link case). 

4. Consider 55dB for MPO APC connector -> proposed max 0.15 dB 
for 400GBASE-DR4. 

5. Assume 4.7dB PAM4 implementation penalty (already proposed by 
J.King on December 1st ad-hoc call). 

6. Go back to Draft 1.0 RX sensitivity for 400GBASE-DR4 (-9.25dBm). 
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Potential PAM4 budgets...  

Assuming to include MPI penalty into the link budget.   

400GBASE-DR4 400GBASE-FR8 400GBASE-LR8 

TX OMAouter = -0.4dBm 
TX OMAouter = 0dBm 

TX OMAouter = 0.5dBm 

TX OMAouter-TDP = -1.4dBm 
TX OMAouter-TDP = -1dBm 

TX OMAouter-TDP = -0.5dBm 

(calculated) 
TX OMAinner-TDP  
= -6.1dBm 

(calculated) 
TX OMAinner-TDP  
= -5.7dBm 

(calculated) 
TX OMAinner-TDP  
= -5.2dBm 4.7dB 4.7dB 4.7dB 

Ch loss 
= 4dB 

Ch loss 
= 3dB 

Ch loss 
= 6.3dB 

MPI penalty = 0.5dB 

MPI penalty = TBD dB 

RX Sensitivity = -9.25dBm 

RX Sensitivity = -10.2dBm 

RX Sensitivity = -TBD dBm 

MPI penalty = 0.15dB 
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Min TDP = 1dB 
Min TDP = 1dB 

Min TDP = 1dB 

Seems reasonable to drop 
already into 1.2 draft 



 

 

THANK YOU 
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Back-up 
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ref. A.Tipper, Dec 2014 


